SEE SPOT SPELL™
A Word-Building Game
Activity Guide
Ages 5+/Grades K+
2–4 Players

Contents:
• Game board
• 104 Spot cards
  22 Beginning consonants
  22 Beginning blends
  22 Two-letter word chunks
  22 Three-letter word chunks
  16 Wild spots (dog bones)
• 4 Answer cards

Three Levels of Play:
Level 1: Building three-letter words—Use the beginning consonant spots (blue) and the two-letter word chunk spots (red).
Level 2: Building four-letter words—Use the beginning consonant spots (blue) and the three-letter word chunk spots (purple).
Level 3: Building five-letter words—Use the beginning blend spots (green) and the three-letter word chunk spots (purple).

Setup:
• Choose a level of play and take the two appropriate spot colors.
• Randomly place 20 of each spot letter-side down in the open spots on the game board.
• Take an answer card and set it in front of you.
• Choose a player to begin the game.

Object of the Game:
• Be the first player to make five words.

How to Play the Game:
• On your turn, flip over one spot of each color.
• If the spots make a word, say the word aloud; then take the spots and place them on your answer card.
• If the spots do not make a word, turn them over and return them to the open spots on the game board.
• You may use a wild spot as any letter(s) you need to make a word. If you turn over two wild spots, turn over two more spots (one of each color) and try to make two words. Return any unused spots to the board.
• It is now the next player’s turn.

Variation: Use the beginning blends (green) with the two letter word chunk spots (red).